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ACTIVITY

9
Response Skills for Faith Leaders: 

Long-Term Support

GOALS:
1. To strengthen faith leaders’ ability to support victims along the journey to safety 

and healing by providing protocols and guidance. 

2. To clarify the roles of various rural services.

3. To develop the ability to refer victims to community-based services. 

4. To build bridges between rural service providers and local faith leaders.

OBJECTIVES:
At the end of this activity, participants should be able to:

1. Understand more about the needs of victims and survivors.

2. Understand more about the roles of various “first responders.”

3. Provide victims with useful and appropriate referrals.

4. Provide supported referrals to service providers.

ACTIVITY:

BACKGROUND:

Building basic protocols for long-term responses to victims of 
sexual and domestic violence.

In Activity 8, participants learned about what victims report 
helped them in the immediate response to a disclosure of 
sexual or domestic violence. This included active and engaged 
listening, affirmation, and compassionate support in the first 
moments of disclosure.  Those skills are applicable throughout 
your response to a victim or survivor.

Now we want to examine what happens after that immediate 
response. What does long-term support look like? 
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ESTIMATED TIME:

MATERIALS:

45 minutes

Flip charts and markers

Safe Havens’ rural toolkit: Hearts and Hands: Piecing Together 
Faith and Safety for Rural Victims of Sexual and Domestic 
Violence. Try to have a copy of the faith-based resources in 
the toolkit for every participant. Safe Havens can mail printed 
copies of the toolkit to you. Call us at 617-951-3981 or email 
info@interfaithpartners.org. Also, all the resources in the 
toolkit can be downloaded in color or black and white from 
the Safe Havens website at www.interfaithpartners.org.  
Please use a sticker to add local contact information to  
the toolkit resources!

Vignette scripts (see below) and someone to help you act 
them out. You can ask someone from your staff to act the 
vignettes out with you, or, in a pinch, ask a participant to 
volunteer to read a part.

“Initial Responses to Disclosure” handout (from Activity 8)



Facilitator Talking Points
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 ✜ One of the most important things you can do to support victims is what you 
[participants] are doing today: learning more and getting to know local advocates  
and services.

 ✜ In addition, faith leaders can make their congregations more “victim friendly” by 
providing resources, posting flyers, and taking other actions (like breaking the silence) 
that help victims come out of the shadows. Faith leaders could even put the hotline 
numbers in the “footer” at the bottom of every weekly program or monthly newsletter. 

 ✜ These and other suggestions are detailed in a one-page handout called “What You Can 
Do to Support Victims of Sexual and Domestic Violence in Your Congregation,” which is 
available as part of Safe Havens’ Hearts and Hands: Piecing Together Faith and Safety for 
Rural Victims of Sexual and Domestic Violence toolkit. Hearts and Hands contains booklets 
on both sexual and domestic violence, with pointers about what to do to support a 
victim or survivor. 

◊ Hand out the faith-based resources from the Hearts and Hands toolkit. 
Encourage participants to take time (after the training!) to read these 
booklets cover to cover. Encourage them to give copies to their leadership 
team, their administrative assistant, and others in the congregation.  

 ✜ There are “red flags” introduced in the booklets that can help a faith leader  
know what to look for. 

 ✜ The Toolkit includes bathroom and bulletin board flyers for faith communities. Even 
if NO ONE ever asks directly for help, it is helpful to hang these flyers in hallways and 
bathrooms. They will help many people. These could be members of the congregation, 
or it could be people who use the faith community’s building. 

 ✜ But what if a victim of sexual or domestic violence does turn to you for help? We  
can’t tell you exactly what to say because every situation is different. Hearts and Hands 
includes more detailed guidelines, but it’s helpful to just keep in mind 5 things when 
talking to a survivor:

 ❖ Stay victim-centered – this is not about you. Or anyone/anything else. 

 ❖ Prioritize the victim’s right to safety and confidentiality.

 ❖ Don’t tell the victim what to do. Provide resources, options, and referrals and  
let the victim decide what to do next. Support that decision. Allow the victim  
to change her mind.

 ❖ Don’t blame the victim for the abuse or assault. No matter what she has done  
or not done, said or not said, there is NO excuse for domestic or sexual violence. 
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 ❖ Welcome everyone who asks for your help (instead of judging them for decisions, 
life choices, or personal characteristics you don’t approve of). 

 ✜ So, instead of talking about these, we are going to act them out. And, just to make sure 
you pay attention, we’re going to act them out wrong! The vignettes are somewhat 
extreme, and we are using them just to make a point.  

◊ Close by reviewing the 5 protocols once more. Ask for questions or concerns, 
and thank the participants for their time and attention. Re-affirm that the 
work done in the training today will make a difference in the lives of victims 
going forward.
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Victim:  Hi, Sally, I’ve been wanting to talk with you. Things aren’t so great at home and  
    I’m not sure what to do.

Sally:      I’m so glad to see you!  I’ve been meaning to talk to you too. I want to invite you  
    to join the choir.

Victim:  Thank you so much, but I’m not so sure. Anthony doesn’t like it when I’m not    
    home in the evening.

Sally:     Oh, but we really need you in the choir!  You have such a great voice!  Well, promise   
      me you’ll think about it. Now, what did you want to talk about? (Looks at watch.)  
                 Oh, I’m so sorry, I didn’t realize the time. I have a meeting clear across town. See you  
                 soon -- and don’t forget to think about the choir.

Thoughts?

 ✜ What does it mean to be “victim centered”?

 ✜ Did you notice any “red flags” here?

 ✜ How could Sally’s response have been more victim-centered?
 
Points for facilitator to reinforce:

1. Victims sometimes hint at what’s going on with comments like, “things aren’t so great at 
home,” or “Anthony doesn’t like it when I’m not home in the evening.” These are “red flags,” 
and invite the hearer to actively listen and ask additional questions.

2. If Sally had really heard those red flags, she might have decided to postpone her meeting 
and stayed to talk to the victim. 
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Vignette/Protocol 1: Be Victim-Centered 
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Victim:  Janet, I’ve been coming to you for pastoral counseling for more than a year now.    
                 We’ve worked on a lot of faith questions and childhood issues, and it’s been great,         
                 but nothing is better at home. Last night, Bob did it again. I can’t take it anymore. I         
                 think I might call that hotline.

Counselor Janet:  Don’t do that! They don’t have the counseling skills that I have. Heaven   
                 knows what they’ll say. Why don’t you come in with Bob tomorrow so we can talk  
                 about the situation together? I can give you my “emergency” appointment  
                 slot at 9:30.

Thoughts?

 ✜ What does it mean to support the victim’s right to safety?

 ✜ What do you think Counselor Janet’s fears about the hotline might be?   
Are those fears justified?

 ✜ Is Counselor Janet putting her own needs before the victim’s safety? 

 ✜ Does Janet appreciate the gravity of the situation?

 ✜ Is Janet’s suggestion to come in the next day for couples’ counseling safe?
 
Points for facilitator to reinforce: 

1. Couples’ counseling is unsafe!

2. Confidentiality is critical. By suggesting that the victim reveal to Bob that she has talked to 
her about the abuse, Counselor Janet is putting the victim at great risk. 

3. Victims often know best what to do; they are the experts in their own lives.
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Vignette/Protocol 2: Support the Victim’s Right to Safety 
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Victim:  I just don’t know what to do. Alan is always so mean to me, but lately, he has started  
                 hitting me and it seems to be getting worse and worse.

Jerry (a friend):  How long has this been going on?

Victim:  Well, we’ve been married almost 18 years…..

Jerry:     Good heavens!  I never realized!  You need to get out of there right now!  Go  
                 home, pack your stuff, get your kids together, and go to your mother’s. You need to  
                 leave immediately!

Thoughts?

 ✜ What does it mean to “not tell the victim what to do”?

 ✜ Do you think Jerry’s advice is well meant?  Would it be safe for the victim to leave  
right now? To go to her mother’s house?

 ✜ What support might make it possible for the victim to leave?

 ✜ How is the victim feeling after she hears Jerry’s advice? 

Points for facilitator to reinforce:

1. The batterer is always telling the victim what to do. The goal is to be the anti-batterer:  
don’t tell the victim what to do, even if the victim ASKS you what to do. Reassure him or 
her that you think they are very capable of making a good and safe decision. Suggest 
community services that can help.

2. In cases of sexual assault, the victim often feels that their life is “out of control.”  
Making her/his own decisions and having those decisions honored is a way for  
the victim to regain control. 

3. In cases of domestic violence, leaving is often the most dangerous time. Going  
to the home of a relative, or another place where the victim may be easily found,  
may not be safe.

4. Leaving without a safety plan is not safe.

5. Victims know a lot about their abuser and are experts in their own lives.

6. There are no “quick fixes.”  Sexual and domestic violence are complicated. If there were 
an easy answer, the victim would have thought of it by now. 

7. It has taken a lot of courage for this victim to disclose. She probably hasn’t thought past 
her disclosure. She is probably not thinking about leaving. It would be best to start by 
affirming the courage it took her to get this far, to take the significant step of telling 
someone what’s really going on. 
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Vignette/Protocol 3: Don’t Tell the Victim What to Do 
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Victim:  Brian gets so mad when I mess up dinner—to the point that I’m scared of him. Last  
                 night, he threw his plate across the room—and that’s not the first time. He can be  
                 so Dr. Jekyll/Mr. Hyde. Maybe if I were a better cook—I’m sure that would help. That’s  
                 why I stopped by—I wanted to know if you could help me learn how to cook better. 

Paula (a friend):  Sure!  What a great idea!  I’m sure that after a couple of cooking lessons,  
                he’ll see that you’ve changed, and everything will be fine at home.

Thoughts?

 ✜ What is the assumption behind the victim’s first comment? Did Paula make the  
same assumption?

 ✜ Why do you suppose Paula responded the way she did?

 ✜ Do you see any “red flags” here?

 ✜ Could Paula’s response be more effective? 
 
Points for facilitator to reinforce: 

1. Abusers blame their victims for the abuse. When we fall into that trap, we are  
reinforcing the abuser’s power and control.

2. Victims often internalize blame and shame for sexual and domestic violence.  
Victims often try to change something about themselves to stop the abuse.

3. Victims go to elaborate lengths to appease their abuser.

4. It is unhelpful to suggest that there is something that the victim can do  
to change the abuse. The victim is not responsible for the abuse.
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Vignette/Protocol 4: Do Not Blame the Victim 
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Victim:  I am so worried about Peter. He can’t control his temper. And he is trying to control  
                everything I do—last night he forced me to watch this awful porn with him online. 

Co-worker Henry: Oh, no, pornography is terrible! Shame on you! You can’t do that and still  
                be MY friend!

Thoughts?

 ✜ Did you hear any red flags here?

 ✜ Why do you suppose Henry responded like he did?

 ✜ Did this response help the victim? 

 ✜ Could Henry have been more helpful?  

 ✜ What assumptions did you make about the gender of the victim?
 
Points for facilitator to reinforce:

1. Victims are human beings, and no one is perfect. There is no such thing as  
a “perfect victim.”

2. No matter where victims are in their lives, our responses are more helpful if we  
focus on the immediate problem (the domestic or sexual violence).

3. Perpetrators often make victims do things that isolate or alienate them from  
their friends and family.
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Vignette/Protocol 5: Be Welcoming to All


